WE ENVISION A STRONG & HEALTHY COMMUNITY WORKING TOGETHER THROUGH PUBLIC MEDIA

The Nine Network helps people of our region experience things that they wouldn’t otherwise experience. Emmy-winning Feast TV, airing on Nine PBS, explores local food and drink by taking viewers into the kitchens of the makers who define our region’s distinct culinary scene. With our unique assets, we were able to turn Feast TV into a live event. And, quality content, like Feast TV and Taste & See, strengthens community life.

LEARN • DISCOVER • EXPERIENCE

Taste & See with the Nine Network and Feast TV underscores the important role that public media plays in shining a light on the things that make us St. Louisans. We are a trusted convener and are uniquely positioned to bring the community together to celebrate arts and culture. Our work raises awareness, increases understanding and moves our community to action.
Taste & See lets participants taste the food and meet the people behind some of St. Louis’ hippest and most iconic restaurants. The sold-out, summer event includes live demonstrations and interviews with a diverse group of makers. The food and beverage vendors, in turn, engage the community to learn more about regional cuisine and where their food comes from.

“Thanks for bringing people together for an engaging evening... and keep up the great work. Feast TV is one of the best locally produced shows I’ve seen.”

“Loved trying new restaurants, bars and wineries and chatting with their owners about their passion, and loved mingling and meeting new people.”

“I love the live presentations! It gives you an insight into the chef’s creativity and inspirations, allowing the viewer to appreciate what they are eating.”

65% OF ATTENDEES WERE BETWEEN AGES 45–74

MORE THAN 86% OF ATTENDEES RATED THE 2017 EVENTS EXCELLENT OR VERY GOOD

MORE THAN 30% OF ATTENDEES BOUGHT TICKETS BECAUSE OF A FRIEND’S RECOMMENDATION

% OF ATTENDEES
**FEAST TV**

The Emmy-winning *Feast TV* is one of the most popular programs on the Nine Network.

The St. Louis’ restaurant scene is having a moment. In October 2017, *Food & Wine* profiled St. Louis restaurants to support the story, “The Food in St. Louis is Seriously Good Right Now.” *Feast TV* invites you to explore and experience St. Louis’ food culture through the journalistic lens of the editors behind *Feast Magazine*.

**TOTAL IMPRESSIONS IN 2016:**

48.7 MILLION

---

77% of total impressions generated from social media

---

“The Nine Network is an inspiration to me and has been wonderfully supportive. We share a vision of giving people stories that enrich their lives. Stories that educate, inspire and inform.”

—Catherine Neville, publisher, Feast Media, host of *Feast TV* and *Taste & See*

**PUBLIC MEDIA COMMONS**

The Public Media Commons is space for people to engage with public media and with each other. It provides the community with communal space that is noncommercial and equipped with the latest audio and visual technology. It serves to engage and entertain the public, which fosters a healthy community.

**IN THE PMC, WE PRESENTED 16,000 HOURS OF DIVERSE, DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE SCREENS AND PROJECTION WALL**

“*The Public Media Commons is a special place. Feast events are great. I often will visit one of the vendors after attending.*”

**VIEWED IN MORE THAN 8.1 MILLION HOUSEHOLDS IN 2016**

“The Nine Network is the perfect partner and the Public Media Commons is the perfect setting for *Taste & See*. As the series sponsor we have enjoyed the fun, immersive experience that gives our employees and clients a unique opportunity to taste the food and meet the people behind St. Louis’ hippest and most iconic restaurants.”

—Courtney Hemmer, Wells Fargo Advisors Community Program Support Representative, Community Affairs

Taste & See is presented by:

Wells Fargo Advisors

Additional support from:
These vendors were hand-selected to represent the regional maker movement and Taste & See event themes.

2nd Shift Brewing  
4 Hands Brewing Company  
Augusta Winery  
Baiku Sushi Lounge  
Balducci Vineyards  
Basso  
Beast Craft BBQ  
Big Heart Tea Co.  
Blood & Sand  
The Blue Duck  
Bolen Family Estates  
Boundary  
Bulrush  
Byrd & Barrel  
Capitalist Pig  
Chandler Hill Vineyards  
Charleville Brewing  
Company & Tavern  
Chaumette Vineyards & Winery  
Cielo Restaurant & Bar  
Claverach Farm  
Clementine’s Creamery  
Companion  
Crushed Red  
Date Lady  
Dogtown Pizza  
Drunken Fish  
Earthbound Beer  
Elia  
Extra Virgin  
an Olive Ovation  
Farmer Girl Meats  
Farmtruck  
Food Roof Farm  
Geisert Farms  
Grace Meat + Three  
Grand River Spirits  
Guerrilla Street Food  
Hiro Asian Kitchen  
Ices Plain & Fancy  
Juniper  
Kakao Chocolate  
Kaldi’s Coffee  
Katie’s Pizza & Pasta  
K-Bop  
Kingside Diner  
Larder and Cupboard  
Legacy Bagelry & Bakery  
Lohr Distributing  
Ludwig Farmstead  
Lulu Seafood & Dim Sum  
Made. By Lia  
Martin Brothers Winery  
Mission Taco  
Missouri Wine and Grape Board  
Montelle Winery  
Nami Ramen  
Nathaniel Reid Bakery  
Old Bakery Beer Company  
Pappy’s Smokehouse  
Peacemaker  
Lobster & Crab Co.  
Perennial Artisan Ales  
Pinckney Bend Distillery  
Pint Size Bakery  
PW Pizza  
Retreat Gastropub  
Robller Vineyard & Winery  
Salt + Smoke  
Sauce on the Side  
Schlafly  
Scratch Brewing Company  
Seoul Taco  
The Shaved Duck  
Six Mile Bridge Beer  
Small Batch  
The Social Affair  
Southern  
Spirits of St. Louis Distillery  
Square One Brewery & Distillery  
SqWires Restaurant  
St. James Winery  
Still. 630 Distillery  
Strange Donuts  
Stumpy’s Spirits  
Sugarfire Smoke House  
Sump Coffee  
Tin Roof  
Truffles Butchery  
Union Loafers  
Urban Chestnut Brewing Company  
Vicia  
Vista Ramen  
Walk Away Waffles  
Wild Sun Winery  
Winslow’s Home  
With Food + Love  
Wood Hat Spirits  
Yorklore

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE COMMUNITY, THE NINE NETWORK CAN ASPIRE TO:

- Create and share content for the public good.
- Listen to what’s important and bring people together around things that matter to them and to the community.
- Help people experience things that they wouldn’t otherwise experience.
- Shine a light on the things that make us St. Louisans.
- Care and act for the well-being of our most vulnerable and youngest community members.

WE BELIEVE THAT WHEN WE SUCCEED, WE IGNITE THE SPIRIT OF POSSIBILITY IN ST. LOUIS.